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LPKF UV Laser System Inspires Company Excellence and Wins Third Industry Award
The LPKF MicroLine 1120 P receives EM Asia Innovation Award for superior cutting and processing
capabilities while remaining one the most affordable UV lasers on the worldwide market today.
TUALATIN, OR — April 2012 — LPKF (Tianjin) Co. Ltd., a leading manufacturer of laser and
electronic systems, announces that its MicroLine 1120 P has been awarded a 2012 EM Asia
Innovation Award in the category of Laser Cutting Systems. LPKF received the award on April 26,
2012 during the ceremony in Shanghai at NEPCON China.
Designed for processing bare rigid and flexible PCB circuit boards, the
MicroLine 1120 P is especially suited for high-mix flexible manufacturing
environments and can produce a new design within moments of changing
the data. The compact UV laser system provides users with increased
freedom in process planning from prototyping to mass production and
greatly reduces operational costs incurred from outsourcing.
The MicroLine 1120 P cuts, drills, engraves and ablates a wide variety of
materials with the tightest tolerances and has the ability to cleanly cut even
the most complicated patterns with minimal stress to the substrate. This
allows for more circuits on a single panel while an integrated vacuum table
eliminates the limitations of tooling.
Established in 2006, the EM Asia Innovation Awards program strives to recognize and celebrate
excellence in the Asian electronics industry, inspiring companies to achieve the highest standards and
push the industry forward.
For more information about the MicroLine 1120 P, visit the company’s Web site at: www.lpkfusa.com.
###
About LPKF
LPKF Laser & Electronics is the world leading manufacturer of both mechanical and laser systems for
demanding tasks in printed circuit board technology and microelectronics. LPKF’s worldwide headquarters is
located in Garbsen, Germany outside of Hannover and the company maintains North American headquarters in
Portland, OR.

